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Abstract
Choosing a single similarity threshold for cutting dendrograms is not sufficient for performing hierarchical clustering analysis
of heterogeneous data sets. In addition, alternative automated or semi-automated methods that cut dendrograms in multiple
levels make assumptions about the data in hand. In an attempt to help the user to find patterns in the data and resolve ambiguities
in cluster assignments, we developed MLCut: a tool that provides visual support for exploring dendrograms of heterogeneous
data sets in different levels of detail. The interactive exploration of the dendrogram is coordinated with a representation of the
original data, shown as parallel coordinates. The tool supports three analysis steps. Firstly, a single-height similarity threshold
can be applied using a dynamic slider to identify the main clusters. Secondly, a distinctiveness threshold can be applied using
a second dynamic slider to identify “weak-edges” that indicate heterogeneity within clusters. Thirdly, the user can drill-down
to further explore the dendrogram structure - always in relation to the original data - and cut the branches of the tree at
multiple levels. Interactive drill-down is supported using mouse events such as hovering, pointing and clicking on elements of
the dendrogram. Two prototypes of this tool have been developed in collaboration with a group of biologists for analysing their
own data sets. We found that enabling the users to cut the tree at multiple levels, while viewing the effect in the original data, is
a promising method for clustering which could lead to scientific discoveries.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Viewing algorithms—H.3.3 [Informa-
tion Search and Retrieval]: Clustering—Information filtering
1. Introduction
Hierarchical clustering (HC) algorithms are used in many applica-
tions for “grouping” data records into a number of non-overlapping
sets (i.e. clusters). Those algorithms take as input a distance ma-
trix with estimated pairwise dissimilarity scores between all data
records. Dissimilarities between records are calculated using a met-
ric or measure which is assumed to be appropriate for the intended
type of analysis. The output produced is a simplified hierarchical
structure, known as the dendrogram, which encapsulates the ratio-
nale followed by the HC algorithm. For instance, agglomerative
HC algorithms repeatedly merge pairwise data into more abstract
entities (i.e. dissimilarity levels), until the point that all records are
merged into a single group: the root of the tree (Figure 1). While
overlapping is not permitted between clusters in HC analysis, often
there is ambiguity related to whether a cluster of records is distinct,
or it is part of a larger cluster (i.e. nested cluster). This ambiguity
is more evident in heterogeneous data sets.
The challenge for the user is to explore the different clustering





   







Figure 1: The flow of constructing the dendrogram.
the data set. For data sets which consist of homogeneous subsets,
deciding a single similarity threshold, which cuts the tree at a uni-
form height, is usually sufficient. However, for larger dendrograms,
which often consist of heterogeneous subsets, a more effective ap-
proach is needed. A heuristic has been suggested by Langfelder
et al. [LZH08] that cuts the branches of the dendrogram in differ-
ent levels based on their shape. However, heuristic approaches are
rarely optimal because they can not capture all the pattern varia-
tions which could be observed in data sets. Therefore, a better ap-
proach would be to first explore the original data in coordination
with the dendrogram and then decide the clustering. To support
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this, an effective visualisation approach would enable the user to
explore different clustering scenarios by providing different levels
of detail. At the highest level, a view of the clusters as part of the
whole dendrogram should be supported. At the lowest level of de-
tail, the original data should be visible and linked to their cluster
assignment. In the dendrogram the original data records are rep-
resented by the leaves. In practice, the user should be able to see
the whole dendrogram and at the same time explore different clus-
tering scenarios by viewing details in the original data. During the
exploration process, the user should be able to test different cluster-
ing configurations by selecting (i.e. cutting) branches on demand,
as this is shown in (Figure 2).
 
 
Figure 2: Multi-level cuts in a heterogeneous dendrogram. The
red icons indicate four locally applied similarity thresholds which
cut the tree in four branches that form the same number of
non-overlapping clusters. This clustering scenario could not be
achieved using any single-height similarity threshold.
In the real world, there is no “one-size-fits-all” solution and it
is common to ignore special characteristics of clusters [KK99].
Within the same data set some clusters may be dense (low dis-
similarity), while some others may be sparse (high dissimilarity).
For instance, biologically associated genes may follow a simi-
lar expression pattern during the whole experiment, or only for a
time period as reported by Mahanta et al. [MABK11] and Craig
et al. [CCKK12]. Therefore, a “human in the loop” is needed to
visually explore the dendrogram in different levels of detail and se-
lect potential sub-clusters manually [SM11]. The idea of drilling-
down to see more detail in the data is common to many visual
analysis tools. Similar steerable approaches have been investigated
in the past for exploring graph structures, as in Archambault et
al. [AMA08] and in Abello et al. [AvHK06].
We have developed an interactive tool that enables the user to
manually select clusters by applying multi-level cuts on demand.
There are two types of thresholds: global that applies to the whole
dendrogram and local that only applies to parts of the tree, such as
selected branches of interest, enabling a more finely-grained explo-
ration. In addition, the interactive exploration of the dendrogram
is coordinated with a representation of the original data, shown
as parallel coordinates. The analysis process involves three steps.
Firstly, a single-height similarity threshold can be applied using a
dynamic slider to identify the main clusters. Secondly, a distinc-
tiveness threshold can be applied using a second dynamic slider
to identify “weak-edges” that indicate heterogeneity within clus-
ters. Thirdly, the user can drill-down to further explore the dendro-
gram structure - always in relation to the original data - and cut
the branches of the tree at multiple levels. This is an important step
for detecting nested clusters and outliers. Interactive drilling-down
is supported using mouse events such as hovering, pointing and
clicking on elements of the dendrogram. Our tool follows a syner-
gistic approach that combines the strengths of HC algorithms with
the ability of humans to visually detect patterns and anomalies in
the data.
An earlier version of the tool has been used for allocating single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to chromosomes of tetraploid
species. A second prototype has been developed in collaboration
with a group of biologists for finding patterns in a gene expression
data set with short time-series.
2. Previous Work
There are several tools which perform clustering analysis, but only
a few of them support visual analysis. Even fewer provide inter-
active exploration capabilities of the clusters in different levels of
detail. However, increasingly more of these tools recognise the im-
portance of visual interaction for performing clustering analysis.
This relatively new paradigm is founded on the idea that expert
users are capable of steering the analysis to produce more success-
ful results [NYO∗12]. The actions of the users are often driven by
tacit knowledge which can not be easily encoded to become part of
an algorithm. Therefore, involving a human in the loop for taking
decisions and for guiding the analysis is essential.
Visual support tools have been always used in the analysis of bi-
ological data. An evaluation of microarray visualisation tools has
been presented by Saraiya et al. [SND04] and a more recent survey
has been presented by Pavlopoulos et al. [PMP∗15]. Specialised
tools for microarray data analysis often incorporate visualisation
features for different analysis tasks, including HC analysis. Chip-
ster [KTH∗11] and Mayday [BSN10] are two of the most complete
open source microarray data analysis platforms. Due to the impor-
tance of time-course gene expression data, there is also a number
of tools for clustering such data sets in particular. STEM [EBJ06] is
a software tool for automatic profiling and clustering of short time-
series data. A more flexible and user-driven approach, in matters of
statistical analysis capabilities, is provided by PESTS [SM11]. All
of those tools support some visualisation features for HC analysis,
but they provide little or no support for interactive exploration of
the data.
There are several tools and techniques for visualising trees, but
most of them do not focus on the HC analysis task addressed in
this paper. For instance, TreeJuxtaposer [MGT∗03] is a tool de-
signed for biologists who want to perform structural comparison
of large trees, such as phylogenetic trees, which look similar to
dendrograms. MizBee [MMP09] uses three views that correspond
to three levels of detail in order to provide support for comparing
whole genomes. Both tools can be used to compare different data
sets. However, our task is different as we focus on the challenge of
finding patterns in the original data, through the interactive explo-
ration of a single dendrogram. A technique presented in Chen et
al. [CMP09] uses a uniform threshold to provide improved visibil-
ity by simplifying the dendrogram representation. This is a useful
technique for summarising the dendrogram in a selected level of
detail and making it fit in smaller displays. However, it does not
provide support for multi-level cuts or data exploration at multiple
levels.
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The most similar to our visualisation tool is the Hierarchical
Clustering Explorer (HCE) [SS02]. It has been designed for sup-
porting interactive genomic microarray data analysis. It provides a
dendrogram linked to a heatmap. It supports dynamic querying us-
ing a minimum similarity bar, which specifies a single similarity
threshold in which the dendrogram is cut. In contrast to other tools,
HCE provides interactivity and it is still a powerful tool for hier-
archical clustering analysis. HCE deals with the same task as our
tool, but it does not support multi-level cuts. Our approach enables
the user to simultaneously look at different levels of detail in mul-
tiple locations of the dendrogram. Moreover, this can be achieved
without missing the “big picture” (i.e. a view to the whole dendro-
gram).
To our knowledge no other visual support tool focuses on apply-
ing multi-level cuts to target the problem of ambiguity in hetero-
geneous data during the HC analysis. However, there are tools that
provide this kind of visual support for exploring the data in different
levels of abstraction for other clustering algorithms. For instance,
Spark [NYO∗12] provides two views, one in the level of clusters
(found by k-means) and one in the level of regions within clusters.
We follow a very similar approach. However, we mostly focus on
visualising the output of hierarchical clustering (HC) algorithms
rather than k-means. Spark does not directly address the particular
challenges related to HC analysis (i.e. exploring the dendrogram
structure in coordination with the original data, before deciding the
clustering).
On the other hand, fully automated approaches that imple-
ment the idea of multi-level cuts, such as the Dynamic Tree Cut
(DTC) [LZH08], use heuristic criteria, which are not unique and
produce different clustering results. Those criteria are tailored in
identifying pre-determined shapes or patterns in the dendrogram.
Therefore, they do not provide any exploration support for find-
ing new patterns in the data. Semi-supervised approaches such as
the ones presented by Dotan-Cohen et al. [DCMK07], Navlakha et
al. [NWN∗09] and in HCsnip [OAMvdW15] integrate prior knowl-
edge into the algorithm in order to improve results. The config-
uration can not be generalised for unstructured data sets without
assuming any background knowledge related to them. Hence, the
solution is based on assumptions about the specific data in hand.
Our approach is unsupervised and it aims at providing interactive
visual support to users who want to explore their data, based on
their own tacit knowledge and not on pre-defined assumptions.
3. Design
The design of this tool was inspired by a real world problem, which
often occurs in biology. The problem can be summarised as the
analysis task of finding structure (i.e. patterns or other elements of
interest) in heterogeneous data sets. The problem is common to all
unsupervised methods that deal with the analysis of multidimen-
sional data. However, the scope of this paper is more specific. It
focuses on the challenge of exploring biological data through HC
analysis. In particular, the aim was to apply HC in common types
of genetic data, such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
and gene expression time series. For HC analysis, elements of in-
terest would be: distinct clusters, nested clusters and outliers. In
order to explore those elements of interest more effectively, we fol-
lowed an approach which would enable the user to cut the dendro-
gram in multiple levels and see the effect in the original data. Thus,
our focus was on designing a visualisation system which would
help solve the underlying biological - HC analysis - problem, by
enabling a more effective exploration of the dendrogram and the
original data.
Most of the design decisions were made after consulting the end
users. However, some of the design choices were based on studies
about human perception and cognition. The visual encoding was
based on principles found in MacKinlay [Mac86], while the colour
palette was created using ColorBrewer [HB03].
We followed an iterative process of continuously refining design
guidelines and evaluating results, in order to improve the system.
Two main development cycles took place, which resulted in the de-
velopment of two prototypes. Each of those prototypes was used
by different research groups for analysing different types of data.
The design of the first prototype was focused on the challenge of
creating an effective dendrogram representation, while in the sec-
ond prototype the focus was on linking the dendrogram with the
original data. Multiple iterations took place for developing each of
the prototypes. During the development of the second prototype
we followed the methodology of the nested model [Mun09]. Af-
ter several meetings with end users, biological analysis tasks have
been clarified and mapped to visualisation tasks. Details about de-
sign decisions related to visual encoding and user interface (UI)
controls are explained in the next sections which describe the two
main iterations for developing this tool.
3.1. Requirements
User requirements have been captured during informal conversa-
tions with end users. The initial design of this tool has been devel-
oped after a series of discussions with one expert user, who is a se-
nior statistician specialised in computational methods for analysing
biological data. Several design decisions were made during those
unstructured discussions, which took place during the first iteration
of developing this tool. The final design has been developed during
the second iteration, after involving two more users. The first is an
expert user specialised in computational biology and the second is a
biology graduate with experience in computational methods. These
two users are co-authors of this paper.
Our collaborators were interested in analysing short time-series
gene expression data in order to extract modules or features which
could be used for constructing a network model. In their research,
they commonly use HC algorithms to find clusters of genes (mod-
ules) that follow a similar temporal pattern and then aggregate them
or select a representative (feature) to become one of the variables
in the final model.
During our first meetings the users were asked to view dif-
ferent examples of visualisation techniques and choose the ones
that seemed more useful for representing their data. Thus, differ-
ent techniques were informally evaluated in matters of their rele-
vance to users’ tasks. Those that appeared more interesting would
be explained in more detail. Further discussions about the biologi-
cal analysis problem would lead to the clarification of user require-
ments and the formation of more technical specifications.
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Except from unstructured discussions, we also performed a card
sorting session (Figure 3) following the three steps of preparation,
execution and analysis, as described by Sakai et al. [SA15]. This
session not only helped in characterising tasks in the biological do-
main, but also helped in stimulating the creative process for articu-
lating and prioritising existing requirements. In summary, we found
that the design of the tool should support the following:
• an effective dendrogram representation that scales well for large
data sets
• an effective representation of the original data, in coordination
with the dendrogram representation
• the ability to interactively explore the dendrogram and the repre-
sentation of the original data, in different levels of detail
• the ability to maintain multiple cluster selections on display dur-
ing the exploration process, without loosing a view to the whole
data set
• the ability to export selected clusters so that they could be used
for further analysis
Figure 3: A picture taken after a card sorting session. Both existing
and new requirements were grouped based on their relevance and
prioritised based on their importance.
4. First Prototype
Modern sequencing technologies enable thousands of single nu-
cleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to be measured in genetic mapping
populations. The first step in a genetic linkage analysis is to cluster
the SNPs into separate chromosomal groups so that SNPs in differ-
ent groups are inherited independently.
The tool was used to partition over 5000 SNPs measured on 190
offspring in a cross between two tetraploid potato lines. The dis-
tance metric between each pair of SNPs was estimated from the
significance of a chi-square test for independence [LHB∗01], and
average-linkage was used as HC algorithm.
The users found that the main clusters agree well with position
information from the sequenced potato genome. Detail within the
clusters shows SNPs located on the different homologous chromo-
somes within each linkage groups. Full details of the genetic map-
ping are given in Hackett et al. [HMB13].
For this analysis only the first prototype of this visualisation
component has been used. The prototype has been incorporated
into a larger software package, used for the analysis of genetic data
in tetraploid species called TetraploidMap [HMBL07].
4.1. Design decisions and UI controls
During the development of the first prototype, a series of design
decisions were taken. Data records, which are leaves in the den-
drogram, are represented as rectangles. Dissimilarity scores, which
are always intermediate branch nodes, are represented as circles
of diameters proportional to their value. The first prototype only
supported a dendrogram view, while the original SNP marker data
were shown in a tabular format within the tool.
There are several basic kinds of tree representations such
as node-link, icicle, radial, concentric circles, nested circles,
treemap and indented outline which are described in McGuffin et
al. [MR10]. In one of our first attempts to visualise the dendro-
gram, we implemented a top-down node-link tree representation.
In this representation the length of the branches becomes more ev-
ident (Figure 4). This dendrogram layout was found suitable for
identifying outliers and clusters based on the length or shape of
their branches. However, it was found that this representation did
not address ambiguities in the data sufficiently and also it did not
scale well for larger data sets.
Figure 4: Dendrogram displayed in the top down node-link tree
layout.
In the typical top-down dendrogram representation (Figure 2),
each edge length is proportional to the overall distinctiveness score
of the branch it connects with the rest of the tree. However, for large
dendrograms, this convention does not always produce intelligible
results. This is mainly because, above 400 leaves approximately,
the size of the hierarchical structure is too large to browse. Con-
sidering the limitations of a standard monitor display and that edge
length is a relative metric (therefore, not easily comparable with the
naked eye), it is unrealistic to expect users to visually compare edge
lengths in large dendrograms. In our approach, we adopted a space
efficient radial layout and we quantify and control the property of
distinctiveness using a dynamic slider [AS94].
Whilst Burch et al. [BKH∗11] shows that radial node-link (NL)
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representations take longer to read than top-down NL views, at least
up to 500 nodes, radial NL layouts are more space efficient than
top-down NL representations [MR10], and also more efficient than
left-to-right NL representations if labels are not shown, as is the
case here. The radial layout utilizes better the space available for
displaying the data and limits the use of scrollbars. Because the
hierarchy is wide, the top down tree layout in Figure 4 would not
be visible in a single view without scrollbars. Another option is
to zoom out to a scale where the dendrogram was entirely visible,
but the colour of the nodes, used to encode the clusters, would not
be distinguishable. For the same task a radial dendrogram is much
more compact, allowing the different colours to be distinguished,
while the whole data set could fit in a standard monitor display.
4.1.1. Dynamic sliders
A global similarity threshold can be applied using a dynamic slider.
Branches that belong to the same cluster get the same colour. In
Figure 5, snapshots I and II demonstrate the process of merging a
large number of smaller clusters into three main groups by moving
the top slider, which controls the similarity threshold. This interac-
tion is useful for identifying the main clusters and also for testing
the different scenarios that the single-height approach can investi-
gate.
A second dynamic slider can be used for identifying nested clus-
ters, which appear considerably more distinctive than the larger
ones in which they often belong to. Hence, the second slider sets
the maximum allowed similarity distance between a parent main
cluster and a child sub-cluster. Distinctive “weak-edges” between
neighbouring nodes are thicker, dashed and coloured red. Experi-
menting with different distinctiveness thresholds, can help in iden-
tifying possible outliers and nested clusters. Figure 5 III demon-
strates the identification of a distinct nested cluster (shown in black)
by moving the bottom slider, which controls the distinctiveness
threshold.
5. Second Prototype
In the context of gene expression analysis, HC algorithms are used
for data partitioning and variable selection. When analysing gene
expression data using Bayesian network (BN) models, a subset of
variables (from thousands) must be selected for inclusion in the net-
work [MSF∗09]. The mapped visualisation objective to this analy-
sis goal was to develop a visualisation approach which would help
researchers use HC algorithms for this variable selection by en-
abling them to explore, view, select and finally export aggregated
clusters of genes, or single representative genes, from groups of
similar genes. The clusters, or representative single genes selected,
would become the variables represented as nodes in the BN model.
Towards this analysis goal, a prototype of this tool has been de-
veloped in collaboration with a small group of computational biolo-
gists for analysing a gene expression data set with short time-series.
For such data sets each of the clusters corresponds to a distinct tem-
poral profile, or pattern [WWLC08]. A draft of this prototype was
presented in Vogogias et al. [VKA16].
Figure 5: Dynamic query sliders in use. The top slider in II sets
the similarity threshold and the bottom slider in III sets the distinc-
tiveness threshold.
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5.1. Coordinated views
During HC, information is extracted from the original data. How-
ever, depending on users’ decisions, some information is either fil-
tered, or it is aggregated to form more abstract entities (i.e. dissim-
ilarity levels), which are represented as intermediate nodes in the
dendrogram. If the wrong combination of distance metric/measure,
algorithm and its parameters is used, important information could
be lost and results could be even misleading. Therefore, our collab-
orators also asked to provide a representation of the original data,
in coordination with an effective representation of the dendrogram.
In this way, the users would be able to interact with the dendrogram
while seeing the effect their choices have in the original data.
In our effort to satisfy this requirement, we developed the fol-
lowing design approach. The user interface (UI) is composed of
two linked view components (Figure 6). The top view constitutes a
radial representation of the dendrogram like the one used in the first
prototype, while the bottom view is a representation of the original
data using parallel coordinates [ID91].
Figure 6: Three sub-clusters of genes (A, B and C) that exhibit
distinctive time patterns. Each sub-cluster belongs to a larger main
cluster, visually encoded using colour.
Each data record, which is is represented as a rectangle in the
dendrogram (i.e. top) view, is linked to a line in the parallel coor-
dinates (i.e. bottom) view. Data records are normalised and every
axis in the parallel coordinates is scaled to the same minimum and
maximum values, in order to enable comparisons. The user can ex-
plore main clustering assignments using the two sliders and also
interact with the branches of the dendrogram to explore the effect
of potential multi-level cuts, shown in the parallel coordinates view.
The interaction is done by hovering over the circles of intermedi-
ate branch nodes. This gives a real-time preview of the effect the
branch-cut would have in the original data. Clicking on a circle se-
lects the whole branch including its leaves. Previewing and select-
ing branches interactively can be done in any level of detail: from
the whole tree until a single leaf. This flexibility enables the explo-
ration of potential sub-clusters within the main clusters identified
using the sliders. Selected branches are highlighted with thicker
borders at the top view and with thicker lines at the bottom view as
it is shown in Figure 6.
In order to reduce the visual clutter at the bottom view, records
that do not belong to any of the selected branches are shown in light
gray. The top view supports most of the interactivity and the colour
encoding is preserved in order to enable the further exploration of
the dendrogram. Moreover, a record of particular interest could be
further highlighted by double clicking on its mapped rectangle at
the top view. Finally, each selected cluster or sub-cluster could be
exported as a comma separated values (CSV) file.
In the first prototype, possible outliers and nested clusters found
using the distinctiveness slider, were shown in black. However, this
encoding changed in the final prototype because using the same
colour was confusing when multiple “weak-edges” were found
close to each other in the dendrogram. Therefore it was decided
to retain the colour encoding that characterises the parent cluster
and only show the “weak-edges” using thick, dashed, red lines.
5.2. Evaluation
Usability testing has been done informally for this tool during and
after the development of the second software prototype. A real us-
age scenario took place in which a gene expression data set with
short time-series was explored. The data set consist of the fold
change of 800 differentially expressed genes in five time points and
it can be found in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [EDL02]
repository with accession number GSE49577 [KLHS14].
Initially, different distance measures have been used for calculat-
ing pairwise dissimilarities between time series such as: euclidean
distance, autocorrelation coefficient and dynamic time warping.
Also different agglomerative HC algorithms have been tested using
the TSclust [MV14] package in R. The combination of euclidean
distance with an average-linkage HC algorithm has been selected
as the best option for the task.
Using our tool, we managed to find three distinctive temporal
profiles of late gene expression (Figure 6). This was achieved by
interactively exploring the branches for potential sub-clusters, and
eventually by cutting the dendrogram in multiple levels. The differ-
ence in gene expression patterns occurs between the third and the
fifth parallel coordinates. Gene expression in the cluster shown in
Figure 6A first increases and then decreases, while in Figure 6C the
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opposite happens (first decreases and then increases). Gene expres-
sion in the cluster shown in Figure 6B remains stable between the
third and fourth time points and decreases after that. These patterns
not only agree well with clusters related to late gene expression as
reported in Koussounadis et al. [KLHS14], but also provide a more
refined cluster assignment scenario. In addition, using our tool’s
ability to export genes in selected clusters, BNs were created from
cluster means and three gene clusters identified which may be po-
tentially prognostic.
The case study demonstrated the benefits of this tool in prac-
tice and helped refine the prototype. Some additional feedback was
given through the card sorting session, originally completed for
capturing and clarifying user requirements. However, some of the
design choices were based on known perceptual principles and not
on users’ feedback. Finally, anecdotal feedback was given through
emails and also verbally during our discussions with the users.
One of the users wrote: “I cannot seem to download the gene list
by clicking on the genes.. It is still working with the HOX data set
but for some reason it will not let me in the OV data sets.. Thank
you for all of your help so far and other than this the tools are
excellent!”.
Another user wrote: “I really like how the tool lets you see both
the expression lines and clusters, and how this changes as you
change the clustering. I can really see the applications for being
about to chose sub-clusters based on visual match rather than hav-
ing to blindly slice the tree at one level only, and am looking for-
ward to seeing what we can discover using this method of clustering
the data”.
6. Implementation
The first prototype was developed in Java. It does not include an
implementation of coordinated views between the dendrogram and
the original data but it supports semantic zooming and a top-down
tree layout for the dendrogram. The second and final prototype was
written in JavaScript (using D3 [BOH11]). The implementation
lacks semantic zooming capabilities and the top-down tree layout
representation for the dendrogram, but it includes the implementa-
tion of coordinated views between the parallel coordinates and the
dendrogram. Back-end data pre-processing and HC analysis was
done using R.
7. Limitations and Future Work
The proposed visualisation method has potential applications in
many clustering challenges in high-dimensional molecular biology.
It can be applied to any type of HC algorithms and could be ex-
tended to support hybrid methods for HC [CT06]. Therefore, one
of the future challenges would be to identify requirements and pri-
oritise technical specifications which would guide the further de-
velopment of this approach to a more generic tool for clustering.
Also a future challenge would be to deal with scalability issues
for larger time series or multidimensional data sets. Currently this
tool carries the inherent limitations of the parallel coordinates tech-
nique. However, the scalability of the current implementation could
be improved by using edge bundling to reduce clutter and occlusion
in large data sets. Also the tool could provide enhanced functional-
ity for merging and splitting clusters on demand by supporting ag-
gregated and expanded views. For example, support for summariz-
ing/filtering branches that are of less interest. Additionally, a more
effective algorithm for allocating colours to clusters when moving
the similarity threshold slider could be developed. Finally, a more
formal usability study could take place to further evaluate this tool.
8. Conclusion
HC is a common unsupervised method for analysing biological
data. For heterogeneous data sets there are ambiguities in the way
that data records could be allocated to clusters, which can not
be resolved algorithmically. Therefore, a synergistic approach for
exploring clustering scenarios in the context of the original data
records, the output of the HC algorithm and users’ tacit knowledge
is required. We developed MLCut, an interactive software tool that
enables a visual exploration approach for performing hierarchical
clustering analysis. Human intervention is not sufficient when it is
limited in choosing a similarity threshold for cutting the dendro-
gram at a single level. With MLCut, the user can cut the dendro-
gram at multiple levels and see the effect in the original data. Our
research has shown that this method provides more transparency
and confidence to the process of assigning data records to clusters
and could lead to scientific discoveries.
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